Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
Thursday 19th July 2018, 10:00 – 12:00
Conference Room 2, Police HQ, Huntingdon, PE29 6NP

Agenda
1. Introduction & apologies

Ray Bisby (Deputy Chair)

5 mins

2. Minutes & actions of the meeting held 19th April
2018

Ray Bisby (Deputy Chair)

5 mins

3. Outcomes from the Child Exploitation Task and
Finish Group

Anna Jack

15 mins

4. Progress on Housing for people with an offending
history

Gill Leng

15 mins

5. Annual update on the Countywide Community
Safety Agreement

Dorothy Gregson

30 mins

6. Community Resilience approach

Elaine Matthews

15 mins

7. Quarterly updates form delivery groups

Delivery Group Chairs

15 mins

8. Sharing Community Safety Partnership Priorities

CSP Chairs

10 mins

9. AOB

All

5 mins

Next meeting – Thursday 11th October 2018, 10:00 – 12:00, Police HQ, Huntingdon

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
Thursday 19th July 2018, 10:00 – 12:00
Conference Room 2, Police HQ, Huntingdon, PE29 6NP

Dates for future meetings:
Thursday 11th October 2018 10:00 – 12:00
Thursday 17th January 2019 10:00 – 12:00

All meetings to be held at Police HQ, Huntingdon, PE29 6NP.
Please ensure to bring proof of ID with you.

Please note that there is visitor parking at Police HQ, however spaces cannot be
guaranteed. If no spaces are available there is a pay and display carpark at the train
station which is a 5‐10 minute walk from HQ.

For any enquiries relating to the meeting, please email:
cambs‐pcc@cambs.pnn.police.uk marked FAO: Alasdair Baker.

Child Criminal Exploitation
Strategy and Procedures

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding Boards Child Criminal Exploitation Strategy
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1. Definition and Position Statement
It is important to define what we mean by criminal exploitation and agree this definition as a multi-agency
partnership. The partnership across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough includes, Peterborough City
Council, Cambridgeshire County Council, Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Foundation Trust, the Office of Police and Crime Commissioner, The National Probation
Service, Community Safety Partners and the voluntary sector.
The above partnership is committed to the following definition:

‘We recognise that concerns exist with regard to children and young people who
are used, through whatever means, to engage in criminal activity by other young
people or adults who are able to coerce them to do so. The young people involved
may not identify themselves as being ‘exploited’ as such, but it is clearly to their
detriment that they are involved in this type of activity’ – (Knowsley Safeguarding
Board, 2017)

It needs to be understood and acknowledged by all professionals that young people are subjected to
significant pressure and coerced into criminal activity and, as such, feel they have no choice other than to
follow the instructions of those who are exploiting and therefore subjecting them to abuse.

‘County Lines is a national issue involving the use of mobile phone and train ‘lines’
by groups to extend their drug dealing business into new locations outside of their
home areas. This issue affects the majority of forces. A ‘county lines’ enterprise
almost always involves exploitation of vulnerable persons; this can involve both
children and adults who require safeguarding’ – (National Crime Agency, 2015)

The MET Police Force knows that there are 721 active county lines running in England and Wales with
active lines in Cambridgeshire, including Huntingdon and Peterborough.
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Young people who are victims of Child Criminal Exploited (CCE) include those who are:




Trafficked within the UK with the intention of being used to commit criminal acts that benefit the
trade of drug and criminal gangs
Coerced into the supply, transporting and dealing of class A Drugs. They may be doing this within
their local area, however they are often crossing one or more police force and local authority
boundaries
Coerced into carrying drugs, weapons and money to assist in the trade and movement of drugs

CCE often occurs without the child’s immediate recognition, and with the child believing that they are in
control of the situation. In all cases, those exploiting the child/young person have power over them by
virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical strength and/or economic or other resources. Violence,
coercion and intimidation are common, involvement in exploitative relationships being characterised in the
main by the child or young person’s limited availability of choice resulting from their social/economic and/or
emotional vulnerability.’ The criminal exploitation of children includes a combination of:




Pull factors: Children/young people performing tasks for others resulting in them gaining
accommodation, food, gifts, status or a sense of safety, money or drugs; often the hook is through
the perpetrator supplying Class B drugs such as cannabis to the child/young person.
Push factors: Children escaping from situations where their needs are neglected and there is
exposure to unsafe individuals, where there is high family conflict or the absence of a primary
attachment figure.
Control: Brain washing, violence and threats of violence by those exploiting the child/young
person, particularly when the child/young person is identified by the police, and is expected to take
full responsibility for the offences for which they are charged – i.e. possession and supply of illegal
substances.

The majority of children or young people who enter into exploitation do so willingly. However, their
involvement is indicative of coercion or desperation rather than choice. Many young people do not
recognize that they are being exploited or that they are at risk. The majority of children who are vulnerable
to criminal exploitation are male, but the possibilities of female involvement should not be dismissed. It is
important to note that perpetrators of CCE may themselves be children who are criminally exploited and
that the victims of CCE may also be at risk of becoming perpetrators.
The cycle and pattern of exploitation requires agencies to work collaboratively to ensure that criminal
exploitation is a clear safeguarding and community safety priority. We must also work in partnership with
London and neighbouring regional local authorities to support cross board operations and safeguarding of
vulnerable young people.

2. Governance and Strategic Leadership
The criminal exploitation of children and young people is the responsibility of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Safeguarding Board and Countywide Community Safety Partnership. The multi-agency
partnerships are expected to work together across safeguarding and community safety ensuring that
young people are supported to safely identify ways to exit and withdraw from criminal exploitation. Young
people must also be supported to carefully disclose information so perpetrators are held accountable and
brought to justice. The partnership will ensure that safeguarding responses and procedures are put into
place to safeguard, protect and prevent young people from exploitation. These procedures will sit parallel
with our response to Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). Where possible, agencies should ensure that young
people are not criminalised and prosecuted, with such action only used as a last resort.
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"Children who are exploited and groomed for criminal purposes are equally as
deserving of support. The language of ‘criminal exploitation’ is rarely understood
and therefore those affected are not offered the same response. All forms of
exploitation should be considered in the same way, with an understanding of
grooming and vulnerability. The learning and best practice in place around CSE
should be extended to include victims of all forms of exploitation – (Missing
People, 2017)

A Strategic Child Criminal Exploitation Group will include the Police, Children’s Social Care, Youth
Offending Service, Targeted Youth Support Service, Early Help, Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Foundation Trust, Community Safety Partnership representative and the National Probation Service. The
partnership is responsible for ensuring that appropriate processes are in place to disrupt and detect those
responsible for criminal exploitation, and also ensure that modern day slavery and trafficking legislation is
applied. In addition, the group must also be confident that procedures are in place to identify children and
young people at risk and safeguard them from potential harm.
A multi-agency action plan (Appendix 3. Exploitation Action Plan) will be monitored and reviewed by
both the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding Children’s Board and Countywide Community
Safety Partnership to ensure that where possible, young people are safeguarded and that perpetrators are
bought to justice. The Strategic Group will be responsible for communicating their CCE strategic objectives
and Action Plan to partners at a district, unitary and county level.
The key objectives of the Strategic Group and Multi-agency Action Plan will be:





Prevent young people becoming at risk and raise awareness of Criminal Exploitation
Identify and safeguard victims of CCE
Identify and monitor vulnerable locations across the area
Empower those affected by criminal exploitation by supporting them to identify strategies to exit
and withdraw safely
Disrupt perpetrators and bring them to justice using modern day slavery and trafficking legislation
Maximise operational solutions with local, regional and national partners to disrupt county lines
and reduce associated criminal exploitation and youth violence




3. Data, Intelligence, and Communication
The Multi-agency Partnership will be responsible for ensuring that a local intelligence tool is used to identify
vulnerable cohorts of children and young people. Children’s Services will be responsible for reviewing this
tool and keeping it up to date.
If children or young people are identified as being at risk of, or involved in CCE they will be assessed using
the Exploitation (Criminal and CSE) Risk Assessment and Management Tool (Appendix 1: Exploitation
(Criminal and CSE) Risk Assessment and Management Tool)> these cases will then be recorded on
the Multi-Agency Exploitation Tracker and will be identified as an:




Emerging Risk
Moderate Risk
Significant Risk

The CCE cases on the Exploitation Tracker Tool will be shared with Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
partners through MACE Meetings. It will also be shared with Single Points of Contact (SPOC) in the MET
Police Force, London YOTs, London Borough Local Authorities, Regional Police Forces, Regional YOTs
and Regional Children’s Services.
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If a regional and national tracker recording tool is identified, and available to record CCE children and
young people, then the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough partnership should use this tool and implement
it where possible. This will seek to assist in solutions with local, regional and national partners to disrupt
county lines and reduce associated exploitation and violence.
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough will identify a SPOC in all key agencies to assist in protecting and
safeguarding young people across local authority and police borders. These Single Points of Contacts
must be identified in the following agencies:








Police – 1 x Police MET HUB Detective Sergeant, 2 x Area Community Policing Detective
Inspector
Children’s Social Care – MASH Head of Service
Youth Offending Team – Service Manager YOS
Targeted Youth Support Service (TYSS) – Service Managers
Early Help – Early Help Head of Service
Health – Lead Safeguarding Nurse
National Probation Service – MASH Probation Officer

Cambridgeshire Constabulary will be responsible for maintaining a list of all those suspected nominals
involved in Criminal Gangs/Organised Crime who are exploiting children and young people. This list may
include children and young people themselves who are currently or have previously been victims of CCE
as it is possible to be involved as a victim and a perpetrator. This list of adult nominals and young people
will be discussed and action agreed within Serious Organised Crime Panels.
All partners must ensure that their staff are familiar with how and when to report concerns and intelligence
regarding CCE to the police. The Constabulary will ensure that processes are in place to allow partners to
report intelligence and this will then be collated and responded to appropriately.

4. Prevention, Awareness Raising and Training
Preventing young people from becoming involved in criminal exploitation is crucial if the cycle of county
lines and gang-related violence is to be broken. The strategic group will be responsible for ensuring training
is provided across the partnership to enable practitioners to be skilled in identifying criminal exploitation,
and knowledgeable about how to respond appropriately to safeguard children and young people.
A programme of training is to be delivered across all schools in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough to allow
the education workforce to be fully integrated with work across the areas in respect of tackling and
responding to Criminal Exploitation. This training should include specific training with staff within Pupil
Referral Units, the County Schools and Residential Units as a result of the vulnerabilities relating to these
cohorts of young people.
Training should be delivered to all staff across services working with children and young people. The
partnership should ensure that this is delivered in an effective way through identifying training that can be
cascaded as well as appropriate online training modules. The Strategic Group will be responsible for
approaching relevant Safeguarding and Community Safety Boards to identify funding to support the rollout
of appropriate training for the workforce.
Training for the workforce should include:








Recognising the signs of CCE in children and young people
Awareness of vulnerable locations across the area
Association between CCE and Child Sexual Exploitation and Radicalisation
How to share intelligence relating to CCE concerns
Procedures relating to safeguarding and protecting children and young people from CCE
Knowledge of thresholds and processes for accessing available support and interventions for those
at risk of CCE
Preventative CCE interventions for those within Early Help Services
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Intensive safeguarding CCE interventions for those within Youth Offending and Social Care
Services

The partnership will also be responsible for raising awareness regarding CCE amongst children and young
people themselves, so we can prevent young people from becoming exploited at the earliest point.
Preventative programmes should be delivered in schools, and where possible to parents and
professionals. The Strategic Group will be responsible for approaching relevant Safeguarding and
Community Safety Boards to identify funding to support the delivery of awareness raising programmes for
children and young people.
The training and awareness programme for CCE will be supported by Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Safeguarding Board.

5. Procedures; What to do if you are concerned about Criminal
Exploitation
The Exploitation (Criminal and CSE) Risk Assessment and Management Tool should be completed
when:




A professional or group of professionals is concerned that a child is at risk of becoming, or is
currently being, criminally exploited
A parent/caregiver is expressing concern to professionals that their child is at risk of becoming, or
is currently being, criminally exploited
A child is indicating that they are at risk of becoming, or are currently being, criminally exploited

The Exploitation Tool can be used:






To gather information to help decide the level of risk and whether a referral needs to be made to
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough MASH
To decide what the assessed needs are, and tailor plans to address risks and concerns if cases
are already open to appropriate level services
Alongside an Early Help assessment if there are clear indicators of multiple and complex needs
and medium risk concerns in relation to CCE
Alongside a Single Assessment if a Social Care referral has been progressed as there are clear
indicators of high level needs and risks of CCE
Alongside a Youth Justice Asset Plus Assessment to assist in risk management and oversight
where there are CCE concerns and risks

All Exploitation Assessment and Management Tools must be forwarded to the CSE Consultant Social
Worker (CSW) within the MET Hub at Cambridgeshire and Peterborough MASH.
Response to Exploitation (Criminal and CSE) Risk Assessment and Management Tool
All young people assessed as an Emerging Risk will meet the threshold for Early Help Services or TYSS
Services and the appropriate agency planning and management processes will be followed.
Those assessed as Moderate Risk will meet the threshold for Early Help and/or YOS and/or TYSS and/ or
Social Care Services and will be subject to multi-agency safeguarding and/or safety and risk management
(YOS/TYSS) processes. In addition they will receive support from the Missing, Exploited and Trafficked
Hub Team (MET).
Those assessed as Significant Risk will meet the threshold for Social Care Services and/or TYSS Services
in Peterborough and, in some cases YOS Services across both areas. They will be subject to multi-agency
safeguarding and/or safety and risk management processes (YOS/TYSS). They will be discussed and
receive additional oversight through the Multi-Agency Sexual and Criminal Exploitation Group (MACE).
Significant cases will also have access to specialist CCE interventions.
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(Appendix 2: Child Criminal Exploitation process flow chart below)
Young people arrested and CCE concerns present

When a young person is arrested and there are concerns that a child or young person may
have been criminally exploited, the Police and Local Authority should, from the first point of
contact with the young person, pursue a safeguarding, rather than criminal justice,
response.
If a young person is arrested and there are suspicions that they are involved in criminal exploitation,
this should trigger a concern about their welfare. In addition if a young person is arrested for drugs
offences a long way from home in an area where they have no local connections and no obvious
means of getting home, this should trigger concerns about their welfare and they should potentially
be treated as victims of child criminal exploitation and trafficking rather than as an offender.
Agencies should also make contact with statutory services in the young person’s home area to
share information.
Where the young person is charged and the case is brought to court, if instructed that the
defendant has been a victim of exploitation, their solicitor should raise a defence under
section 45 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015.
At this stage the case should be adjourned to allow the assessment process to be undertaken
through the National Referral Mechanism (NRM).

The young person should be referred via the National Referral Mechanism (NRM), if this has
not already been done by Police or the Local Authority.
Where the young person is from another local authority area, information should be passed to
Children’s Social Care and/or the Youth Offending Team from the responsible area so that they can
complete the referral process.
Once complete, the referral form should be sent to nrm@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk.

6. Operational Task Groups
Operational Strategy Groups will be responsible for ensuring that partners are following processes to
prevent and safeguard young people from exploitation and detect, disrupt and prosecute perpetrators.
Operational groups to manage victims and perpetrators will exist in 3 formats and will work collaboratively
together:
1. Day to Day Case Management
o Risk and Vulnerability Management Meetings - Youth Justice, TYSS and 14-25 Service
for emerging, moderate, significant cases
o Team Around the Family Planning Meeting and Early Help Plans - District Early Help
Services for emerging or moderate cases
o Child in Need, Child Protection or Children Looked After Meetings and Plans - Social
Care and TYSS for emerging, moderate and significant case discussed, monitored, actions
and management plans agreed
2. Multi-Agency Criminal Exploitation Group - Monthly multi-agency partnership meeting, where
vulnerable cohort of children and young people identified as significant risk are discussed and
multi-agency actions and risk management agreed where appropriate with tasks assigned to
agencies
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3. Serious Organised Crime Panel - Monthly multi-agency partnership meeting, where organised
crime group nominals, and vulnerable young people who are involved are discussed. Ways to
disrupt and prosecute agreed and actioned. Tasks assigned to agencies

7. Safeguard and Preventative Interventions
The Strategic Governance Group and wider partnership must ensure that interventions are available to
safeguard and protect vulnerable people, who are victims of CCE. It is known that harm is often hidden
and the full circumstances surrounding a vulnerable person are not initially understood. When the potential
for harm is identified we must ensure that an effective intervention can be put in place.
Interventions should include:
Preventative interventions that stop disadvantaged young people becoming involved in criminal
exploitation, organised crime and serious youth violence. Practitioners within Social Care, Early Help and
Youth Offending Services should have access to interventions that:



Offer practical tools and knowledge to children and young people on how to steer clear from
exploitation, violence and organised crime
Offer practical tools and knowledge to parents/carers to support children and young people to
avoid exploitation, violence and organised crime

Safeguarding interventions that work to protect young people already involved in CCE, violence and
crime. Practitioners within intensive support services in Youth Offending and Children’s Social Care
Services should have access to interventions that:





Offer intensive help to young people exposed to exploitation, violence and organised crime
Offer intensive support to parents/carers exposed to exploitation, violence and organised crime
Help young people to understand child exploitation and human trafficking and work with them to
find solutions and alternative choices
Provide mentors for young people who can offer real understanding of the situations they face and
can relate to the experiences they are going through
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Help young people to understand the dangers of being in a gang and signpost and engage them
in alternative positive activities
Offer trauma based interventions to young people who have experienced serious criminal
exploitation and youth violence

The Strategic Governance group and wider partnership is responsible for ensuring that there are resources
and funding to provide the above interventions.
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Appendix 1: Exploitation (CSE / Criminal Exploitation) Risk Assessment and Management Tool
Name/Role of Person Completing this Assessment
Date

Child or young person’s name

YOS Involvement
(Yes / No / Previous)

Gender

Known to Police
(Yes / No)

DOB & AGE

CAMH
(Yes / No / Previous)

Ethnicity
ICS No
Legal Status

Education Placement (Name of School)
Current Attendance (%)
SEND

(i.e. S17, S47 CP Plan, S31, Targeted services)

(Yes/No)

Home Address

Alcohol Misuse (Yes/No, Suspected)

(Address / Postcode)

Accommodation Type (i.e. Home, Residential, Foster Care,

Substance Misuse (List any known drugs used)

Friends & Family, Supported Lodgings)

EXPLOITATION RISK CATEGORIES
EMERGING
MODERATE
SIGNIFICANT
1.Running Away / Going
Missing

Frequently staying out overnight without permission / Episodes of running away, MFH, missing from placement / Looking well cared for
despite having no known base? / Regular breakdowns of placement due to behavioural problems
Persistently running away, going Missing from House or placement / Pattern of street homelessness /Whereabouts often unknown or of
significant concern, talks about and/or known to travel to different areas or cities

Evidence/Professional judgement

EMERGING
MODERATE
SIGNIFICANT
2.Coercion / Control

Regularly coming home late / Absent without permission / Returning late to care home / Absent from school /Whereabouts often unknown

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Recent change in peer group / Reduced contact with family/friends / Late night phone/internet contact
Secretive about having a mobile phone or more than one / Extensive use of mobile phone/internet /Late night phone/internet contact /
Limited contact with family/friends /
Secretive about having a mobile phone/more than one / Disclosure of or police intelligence regard physical/sexual assault followed by
withdrawn allegation/reluctant to report / No contact with family/friends / Disappear from system (no contact with support systems)/
Disclosure of or police intelligence relating to county lines/gang activity involvement or links, talks about having drug debts and an urgent
need for money. Family report hostile acquaintances coming to the door or telephoning/messaging and making threats.

Evidence/Professional judgement

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action
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EMERGING
MODERATE
3.Contact with Abusive
Persons and/or Risky
Environments

SIGNIFICANT

Some association with unknown adults and/or other sexually exploited children and/or missing children / Some association with
manipulative peers/ Some association with gang and county lines involved adults or peers
Associating with unknown adults and/or other sexually exploited children/young people and/or missing children /Information and Police
Intelligence suggesting involvement in sexual exploitation / Spending time in areas where CSE and/or street sex work is known to have
taken place / Associating with possible county lines or gang members/ Getting into cars with unknown adults or suspected perpetrators of
CSE / New or expensive possessions which cannot be accounted for / Access to cash/money, spending time in areas where drug activity
known to take place or fearful of going to certain areas.
Identifying as a county lines or gang member / Found in areas/properties known for CSE/street sex work/drug activity/ Evidence or Police
Intelligence to suggest being moved around for sexual activity / Abducted and forced imprisonment (described by young person as
“locked in”)

Evidence/Professional judgement

EMERGING
MODERATE
4.Substance Misuse

SIGNIFICANT

Experimenting with alcohol/cannabis / Associating with young people known to use substances regularly
Regular use of or recent increase in use of substances / Use of drugs in addition to alcohol/cannabis (e.g. MDMA, cocaine) / Concerns
for drug dependency / Associating with known drug dealers / Seen in known areas for selling drugs/ Seen associating with young people
who are running and involved in drug lines
Evidence of dependency on alcohol/drugs / Using opiates (e.g. heroin, codeine, methadone) / Injecting of any substance / Dealing of
substances / Found in areas/properties known for drug activity/ Supply of substances to others / CSE activity for paying off of debts e.g
drug debt/ known to be actively involved in networks that run drug lines

Evidence/Professional judgement

EMERGING
MODERATE
5.Education

6.Use of social
media/technology

SIGNIFICANT

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Mainly engaged in education, employment or training/ Some attendance/behaviour issues/ Poor educational achievement
Irregular/poor attendance / Truanting from school / Losing interest in education / Periods of exclusion(s) / Whereabouts during school
hours unknown/ Poor educational achievement
Not in Education, training or employment / Regular breakdown of school placements due to behavioural problems/ Whereabouts during
school hours unknown and information suggesting links to CSE/County Lines or Gangs/ Poor educational achievement

Evidence/Professional judgement

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

EMERGING

Talking to/communication with unknown adults/peers via the internet / Lack of awareness of online safety (young people and
parents/carers)

MODERATE

Use of internet to share inappropriate or sexual images / Meeting in person, adults or peers following contact via social media./Concerns
young person may be being groomed / Extensive/secretive use of internet

SIGNIFICANT

Use of internet to regularly meet in person unknown adults/peers for sexual activity / Evidence of sexual bullying through social
media/internet / Evidence of sexual material being shared online without young person’s consent

Evidence/professional judgement

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action
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EMERGING
MODERATE
7.Sexual Health /
Sexualised Risk Taking

SIGNIFICANT

Multiple / untreated sexually transmitted infections (STI’s) /Inappropriate sexual activity with peers or adults / Information from peers
and/or community highlighting concerning sexual activity / Frequent use of emergency contraception
Repeated pregnancy/miscarriages and/or terminations / Inappropriate/exploitative sexual activity with peers/adults / Disclosure of sexual
activity with boyfriend/girlfriend’s peers/ Others having knowledge that sex can be exchanged for money and/or goods / Relationship with
suspected/known CSE perpetrators

Evidence/professional judgement

EMERGING
MODERATE
8.Emotional & Physical
Health

Sexually transmitted infections (STI’s) / Access to and engagement with sexual health services

SIGNIFICANT

Low self-esteem / Some or reduced concerns of self-harm and/or eating disorders / Difficulty in making or maintaining friendships with
peers
Low self-esteem impacting upon young person’s mental health / Increased concerns of self-harm / Violent/emotional outbursts or bullying
or threatening behaviour / Offending behaviour / Difficulty in making or maintaining friendships with peers/ Concerns young person may
be exposed to violence
Chronic low self-esteem / Changes or extremes in mental health / Suicidal ideation /Evidence of emotional abuse from domestic violence,
as witness or victim / Evidence of self-harm, eating disorders, previous suicide attempts or overdoses / Frequent attendance at A&E /
Physical symptoms suggestive of sexual physical assault

Evidence/professional judgement

EMERGING
MODERATE
9. Accommodation and
family relationships

SIGNIFICANT

10. Offending/Weapons/
Criminal Activity

MODERATE
SIGNIFICANT

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Accommodation generally meets needs of young person/ Support available from family/parent/carer / Communication within home
environment is good/ known peers/older sibling involved in drug distribution/county lines/gangs
Overcrowding / Living with other young people who are considered to be at risk of CSE / Evidence of decline in relationship and/or
communication with family/parent/carer, known peers/older siblings who are suspect to have county lines debts, lack of parental
supervision or interest in the young person
Homeless or sofa surfing / Young person often stays elsewhere/ Lack of relationship/understanding or trust / Family/friends/peers are
known or suspected perpetrators of CSE/ Known, parent is unavailable to them physically or emotionally

Evidence/professional judgement

EMERGING

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

Coming to the attention of the police/ Concerns about being involved with offending peers or associates/ being in possession of
cannabis/ Talked about or considered carrying a weapon
Known to be involved in drug related offending/ Police intelligence indicating/ Arrested by the police/charged/ investigated for offences of
possession of offensive weapon/ Possession of drugs/ Theft. Known to be connected with drug distribution networks and lines
Significant intelligence indicating/Charged or convicted of Robbery/Use of offensive weapon/ possessions of large quantities of drugs/
Known to be active with drug distribution networks and lines/ recruiting other to run drug lines and to organised crime/ Witness
withdrawing statements and suspecting intimidation

Evidence/professional judgement

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action
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EMERGING
11. Community/Social
Isolation Factors

MODERATE

SIGNIFICANT

Emerging – Is the young person vulnerable to or experiencing low levels of social isolation that may be exacerbated as a result of
Deprivation (including a perceived inability or reluctance to access more mainstream support)/ their Ethnicity/ cultural background/cultural
dissonance/ being a Child Looked After/ identifying as Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay or Transgender (LBGT)/ their Special Educational Needs
(SEND)/ Poor educational achievement or other factors. Some protective community factors present and support evident.
Is the young person experiencing moderate levels of social isolation that may be exacerbated by Deprivation/ their Ethnicity/ cultural
background/ cultural conflict, being a Child Looked After/ identifying as Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay or Transgender (LBGT)/ their Special
Educational Needs (SEND)/ Poor educational achievement or other factors? Some community protective factors are present but the
young person is reluctant to access them. Starting to socialise with or take an interest in pro-offending groups. Aspires to be part of a
local gang or anti-social group.
Significant – Is the young person experiencing high levels of social isolation that may be exacerbated by deprivation (including being part
of an inward-looking community)/ their Ethnicity/ cultural background/ cultural conflict/ being a Child Looked After/ identifying as Lesbian/
Bisexual, Gay or Transgender (LBGT)/ their Special Educational Needs (SEND)/ Poor educational achievement or other factors? Are
they being targeted by groups or individuals due to their vulnerability? Are they seeking inclusion/recognition from pro-offending peers or
communities? Lack of community protective factors or disengagement by young person. Known to be an active participant in a local
gang or anti-social group.

Evidence/professional judgement

Any other information to
support Risk Assessment

Action required to mitigate risk inc who is responsible for each action

You may wish to use this box to summarise the actions required to mitigate the risk to the young person.

Risk Assessment
Child Sexual Exploitation Risk (Please tick level, leave blank if NA)
EMERGING
MODERATE
SIGNIFICANT

Child Criminal Exploitation (Please tick level, leave blank if NA)
EMERGING
MODERATE
SIGNIFICANT

Next Steps - On completion of the Risk Assessment and Management Tool, please make a professional judgement about the level of risk of child sexual exploitation to the
young person. Please tick against your assessed level on the front page and discuss with your line manager around appropriate next steps.
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Multi-agency Exploitation (CSE / Criminal Exploitation) Risk Assessment and Management Tool
Emerging
Risk
A vulnerable child
who is at risk of
being targeted and
groomed for
exploitation

Some evidence that the child or young person is at risk of exploitation and / or places him/herself at risk. Some concerns that the child/ young person is at risk of
being targeted or groomed, but there are positive protective factors in the child’s life. The child / young person may require a referral to targeted early
intervention services for education / intervention.
PETERBOROUGH:
Continued support from single agency completing this tool might be the most appropriate course of action.
An Early Help Assessment may be deemed appropriate if the needs cannot be met by a single agency or that agency is ‘stuck’. This can then be shared with the Early
Help Team who will decide whether or not the case should go to the local Multi Agency Support Group (MASG).
If appropriate ensure information gathered to complete this assessment is shared with other agencies already working with the young person/family. Consider a
professionals meeting for this purpose.
Keep records as to new incidents and risk indicators and monitor any changes in vulnerability which may result in increased risk of Child Sexual/Criminal Exploitation
(CS/CE) in the future.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE:
Continued support from single agency completing this tool might be the most appropriate course of action.
Intervention may be based on preventative diversionary work i.e. Early Help Plan, coordinated response from the following key agencies; YOS prevention or statutory
disposal, Education, Sexual Health worker, CASUS - Young Persons Drug & Alcohol Service, Housing, Voluntary Sector, Faith based community support. Youth Worker,
Family Worker, School Nurse.
Work with children, young people and families to develop an awareness of the risks that can lead to a situation in which they may be exposed to sexual exploitation.
Keep records as to new incidents and risk indicators and monitor any changes in vulnerability which may result in increased risk of Child Sexual/Criminal Exploitation
(CS/CE) in the future.

Moderate
Risk
A vulnerable child
who may be
targeted for
opportunistic
abuse.

Child is vulnerable to being exploited / but there are not immediate/ urgent safeguarding concerns. There is evidence the child / young person may experience
protective factors, but circumstances and / or behaviours place him/her at risk of exploitation.
PETERBOROUGH:

If child not open to Children’s Services, referral to be made to MASH –pdcsc@peterborough.gcsx.gov.uk Consideration to be given to holding a strategy discussion
to review the current safeguarding concerns or referral to be progressed through for a single assessment to be undertaken to fully explore risks.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE:

If child not open to Children’s Services, referral to be made to MASH –MASH@Cambridgeshire.gcsx.gov.uk Consideration to be given to holding a strategy discussion
to review the current safeguarding concerns or referral to be progressed through for a single assessment to be undertaken to fully explore risks.
Intervention with the children, young person and families to address risk awareness and staying safe should be undertaken. A planned programme to raise awareness
of exploitation and to provide tools for children and young people to self-protect is required. Coordination with Police regarding missing episodes and independent
return home visits to be completed. Disruption tactics to be considered including consideration via criminal and civil proceedings to disrupt perpetrators.
Consideration also to be had around impact upon the family, risks to younger siblings. For County lines if not open to YOS statutory disposal, a YOS prevention referral
should be considered.
Any significant change in circumstances should lead to a review of risks.
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Multi-agency Exploitation (CSE / Criminal Exploitation) Risk Assessment and Management Tool
Significant
Risk
A child who may
be targeted for
opportunistic
abuse through
exchange of sex
for drugs,
accommodation,
goods etc.
OR
A child who is at
singifcant risk or is
already being
sexually
explotiated.
Sexual explotation
is likelky to be
habitual, often
self-denied and
coercion and
control is implicit.
A child who is
being exploited by
gang members
and is being
coerced into the
moving / seeling of
drugs?

Evidence / disclosure suggests that the child is at immediate and / or continuing risk of sexual exploitation. The child / young person is engaged in high risk
situations / relationships / risk taking behaviour. Evidence / assessments, suggests that the child is experiencing exploitation (they may not recognise this).
PETERBOROUGH:

If child not open to Children’s Services, referral to be made to MASH –pdcsc@peterborough.gcsx.gov.uk Professionals completing the assessment MUST seek
advice from the allocated Social Worker if the case is open to Children’s Social Care, or the MASH hub if not. Complete the Child Protection referral form, ticking the
CSE box on page 1 and attach this assessment, making it clear that it is believed there is a risk of significant harm to ensure a strategy discussion can be held within 24
hours. Send to: pdcsc@peterborough.gcsx.gov.uk
If it is felt that the child is at immediate risk of harm, the Police must be contacted on 101.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE:

If child not open to Children’s Services, referral to be made to MASH - MASH@Cambridgeshire.gcsx.gov.uk If child has an allocated social worker, social worker will
notify Unit Consultant Social Worker to initiate a strategy discussion/meeting as part of S47/CP/CIC process and will invite MET Hub staff. Strategy discussion/meeting
to be led/chaired by Unit Consultant Social Worker or Met Hub for non- open cases. Exploitation Risk Management Tool to be reviewed and updated in strategy
meeting/discussion.
If it is felt that the child is at immediate risk of harm, the Police must be contacted on 101.
Intervention with the children, young person and families to address risk awareness and staying safe should be undertaken. A planned programme to raise awareness
of exploitation and to provide tools for children and young people to self-protect is required. Coordination with Police regarding missing episodes and independent
return home visits to be completed. Disruption tactics to be considered including consideration via criminal and civil proceedings to disrupt perpetrators.
Safety plan and action to include long-term intensive direct work with the individual child or young person. Consideration for Health, Police, Children’s Services risk
alerts. Cross referencing with links to other safeguarding issues such as Teenage Pregnancy and Domestic Violence strategies. Consultation with the UKHTC / UKBA
where appropriate. Harm reduction / detox intervention to be offered to the child, young person and family. Consideration also to be had around impact upon the
family, risks to younger siblings. For County lines immediate referral for YOS Prevention Intervention if not open to statutory disposal.
Risk should be closely monitored and reassessed every 4 weeks as part of the risk reduction process.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE: Reviewed Exploitation Risk Assessment and Management Tool to be sent to CSE Coordinator on METHub@cambridgeshire.gov.uk for data
collection purposes

To access a word version of the Exploitation Risk Assessment and Management Tool please visit our website or use the following link
http://www.safeguardingpeterborough.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Exploitation-CSECCE-Risk-Assessment-Tool.docx
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding Boards Child Criminal Exploitation Strategy

Appendix 2: Child Criminal Exploitation Referral Process
Recognising the Signs (this list is not exclusive and there could be other indicators)










Persistently going missing from school or home and/or being found out-of-area;
Unexplained acquisition of money, clothes, or mobile phones
Excessive receipt of texts/phone calls
Relationships with controlling/older individuals or groups
Suspicion of physical assault/unexplained injuries
Carrying weapons
Significant decline in school results / performance
Gang association or isolation from peers or social networks
Self-harm or significant changes in emotional well-being

Child Criminal Exploitation Concern
Professional concerned young person is at risk of CCE. Contact MASH to check agency involvement

Open Case

Closed Case new service required

If open case to Early Help/YOS/TYSS lead
professional should complete Exploitation Tool
and return to MASH with indication if additional
resources are required. If additional resources
are required Strategy meeting to be considered
to include (at the minimum) Social Care/TYSS,
YOS and lead professional.

Multi-agency referral form to be completed by
referring professional and if they have experience the
Exploitation Tool. Strategy meet to be considered to
include (at the minimum) Social Care, YOS and
referring agency. The relevant new involvement will
be opened and the Exploitation Assessment and
Management Tool will be forwarded.

Emerging

Moderate

Significant

If not open to children’s
services case will meet
Early Help Service
threshold and the
appropriate plan and
management process will
be implemented. Young
person to receive
awareness raising and
preventative interventions.

Case will meet the threshold
for YOS prevention or
statutory intervention and if
safeguarding concerns
Social Care/TYSS
intervention. Multi-agency
safeguarding and/or safety
and risk management
process implemented.
Young person to receive
CCE Intervention

Case will meet the threshold
for Social Care Service/TYSS
and if required YOS
Prevention or statutory
intervention.
Multi-agency safeguarding
and/or safety and risk
management process
implemented. Young person
to receive CCE Intervention

Exploitation Tracker Status reviewed monthly
Responsible agency to review Exploitation Tracker Tool and young people’s
status 6 monthly (or sooner if significant incident and transferring or closing
case). To notify MET Hub of any updates and status change. Change in
service threshold to be reconsidered and actioned.
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Agenda Item: 4.0

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
To:
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
From: Cristina Strood, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and Helen Brown,
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Homelessness Prevention Trailblazer
Date: 19 July 2018
Title: Improving housing pathways from the criminal justice system
1

Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek support from the Countywide Community Safety
Strategic Board (“the Board”) for the work being undertaken to improve housing
pathways for people with experience of the criminal justice system.
2

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is invited to note the report and endorse the direction of travel.

3

Background

3.1

The Police and Crime Plan contains an objective for all agencies coming into contact with
offenders to ensure they address the causes of criminality. It identifies a priority for
action to improve partnership working to ensure resilience of services and effective and
efficient action to address the long‐term causes of offending such as health issues,
housing, drug and alcohol misuse, education, employment and training. The strategic
needs assessment on offending prevention and management highlighted the scale of
complex needs.

3.2

Housing has been an early priority issue, focussed on the need to improve pathways.
Homeless offenders entering prison have a much higher reconviction rate in a year (79%
vs. 47%). Key issues include the need to improve co‐ordination between housing and
criminal justice services; the fact that current policies can limit access to housing – which
impacts on offending; and demand for appropriate housing outstrips supply.

3.3

It has been recognised that the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017
provides an opportunity to improve co‐ordination. The Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Homelessness Prevention Trailblazer project has been working with
partners in the criminal justice system to improve these pathways.

4

Next steps

4.1

In May 2018 the Police and Crime Commissioner co‐hosted an event attended by 60
practitioners across housing and criminal justice services. The housing event was led by
an independent facilitator who has provided the attached summary report.
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4.2

A multi‐agency task and finish group has been established. Work is underway to develop
a protocol and action plan to address the key issues. Proposed initial actions are likely
to include:


Developing a joint protocol



Reviewing the MAPPA protocol and its implementation



Developing a proposal for a multiagency offender housing panel



Considering the development of an offender accommodation strategy.

5

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is invited to note the report and endorse the direction of travel.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)

Contact Officer(s)

‘Pathways home for people with experience of the criminal
justice system', May 2018
Cristina Strood, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
Helen
Brown,
Cambridgeshire
and
Peterborough
Homelessness Prevention Trailblazer
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Agenda Item: 5.0

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
To:
From:
Date:
Title:

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic
Board
Chief Executive, Cambridgeshire Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
19 July 2018
Countywide Community Safety Agreement – Annual Review

1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is for the Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board (the
“Board”) to consider the outcome of the annual review of the Countywide Community
Safety Agreement (the “Agreement”)

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to approve the updated the Countywide Community Safety
Agreement 2017‐20 (Appendix 1) and the planned additional work (Section 5) to
improve community safety partnership working.

3.

The Crime and Disorder Act

3.1

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 places a statutory responsibility on local authorities,
the police, health, probation and fire (as Responsible Authorities) to work together to
reduce crime and disorder in their communities. For two tier authorities, such as
Cambridgeshire, a statutory Community Safety Agreement was introduced.
Peterborough Unitary Authority has identified the benefits of voluntarily entering this
Agreement, in order facilitate effective working across Peterborough and
Cambridgeshire on identified priorities.

3.2

The statutory responsibility to promote Community Safety in Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough, remains with the six Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs), all operating
within district/unitary Council boundaries.

4.

Updates to the Countywide Community Safety Agreement

4.1

The Agreement currently sets out the work Responsible Authorities co‐ordinate and
deliver at a countywide level and how this links to the separate district CSP footprint.
This will also facilitate a joined up approach to work towards the shared outcomes set
in the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan for Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough.

4.2

Nine countywide delivery groups provide leadership of high risk issues and are providing
reports on progress to the Board. These now cover Mental Health, Domestic Abuse &
Sexual Violence, Road Safety, Child Exploitation (including gang activity and county
lines), Drug & Alcohol misuse, Youth Justice and Organised Crime & Modern Slavery, and
the agreement has been updated to reflect this.
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4.3

4.4

Responsible Authorities within these groups are charged with identifying Delivery Group
Chairs. For each Delivery Group it is expected that:


A strategic assessment is undertaken;



A joint strategy is developed which has been informed by the strategic
assessment and clear terms of reference for the group;



A delivery plan is put in place to take forward delivery of the strategy;



A risk register is in place, with escalation of risk as appropriate to the Board for
their support and challenge; and



Performance monitoring is undertaken.

CSPs have a statutory role to provide local leadership, direction and prioritisation.
Achieving this will require a clear relationship between Countywide Delivery Groups and
local CSPs. In April 2018, the Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board agreed
three principles with respect to the how the Countywide Delivery Groups and the six
CSPs would relate to each other.


CSPs to co‐ordinate and lead the efforts of responsible authorities to increase the
resilience of people who are at risk of becoming involved in crime or becoming a
victims, e.g. by improving pathways into housing, skills, employment, advice,
health service, drug and alcohol services etc.



CSPs to co‐ordinate and lead the efforts of responsible authorities to increase
community resilience and ability of communities to help themselves.



Delivery Groups to define the pathways required to manage those at high risk of
harm, as set out in section 4.3 above.

The Countywide Community Safety Agreement 2017‐20 has been updated to reflect
these principles.
4.5

The recently published Home Office Serious Violence Strategy has identified the need
for a more concerted effort with respect to prevention. Recognising the importance of
taking a preventative approach the agreement has been updated to flag Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough’s co‐ordinated prevention initiatives namely:


Healthy and Safer Schools – a tendering process is currently underway to identify
a new provider, with a remit to cover safe as well as healthy schools, to be in place
in September 2018.



Children’s Early Help – early help programmes for children are in place across
both Cambridgeshire and Peterborough



Access to employment for vulnerable groups – working with the DWP, a public
health chaired group has been in place considering access to employment for
those affected by drug addiction. The remit of this group will extended to cover
other vulnerable groups.



Think Community – led by the local authorities, a shared approach to community
resilience is being developed.
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Housing trailblazer – the trailblazer project has co‐ordinated early interventions
to prevent homelessness.

5. Next Steps
5.1

CSPs have the statutory duty to lead and co‐ordinate the work of responsible authorities
to reduce crime and disorder and improve feelings of safety in their communities. CSPs
therefore have a key leadership role to ensure front line staff within the organisations
represented on their partnership can both manage risk and prevent escalation of need.

5.2

In order to take this forward, CSP chairs and other partners have identified the need for
additional work to improve:


The communication channels between CSPs and the County Wide Delivery
Groups;



How the CSPs and Living Well Partnerships (LWPs) agendas and work plans link
together to support place‐based delivery and whether the think family / troubled
family approach could be a useful approach to ensure those who are affected by
vulnerability have access to support; and



How the Health and Wellbeing Board, Countywide Community Safety Strategic
Board, Joint Safeguarding Executive Board, Public Service Board and Criminal
Justice Board should work effectively and efficiently together.

The OPCC have put a series of actions in place in order to respond to these challenges.
5.3

5.4

Improved Communication


A draft Community Safety Partnership Matrix (Appendix 2) has been produced
which signposts CSPs to groups which can support them in their work to lead and
influence local delivery. This will be further refined to reflect additional
safeguarding and health and wellbeing work streams.



Countywide Delivery Groups are to be requested to have a standing agenda item
on key messages to be communicated to CSPs and the agenda plan for the
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board to be put in place to ensure all key
work streams are reviewed by the Board during an annual cycle.



The OPCC are undertaking a review of the Home Office Serious Violence Strategy
and will be highlighting to the countywide delivery groups, prevention work
streams and CSPs how their work can enable local delivery of this important
strategy.

CSP‐led place‐based delivery


The potential of extending the existing think family / troubled family approach to
cover the wider vulnerability is being explored with the introduction of lead
professionals / champions.
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5.5

Relationships between the Health and Wellbeing Board, Countywide Community
Safety Strategic Board, Joint Safeguarding Executive Board, Local Resilience Forum
and Criminal Justice Board




6.

The OPCC will work in partnership with CSP chairs to ensure scarce resources are
used effectively to secure the longer term outcomes; tackling the greatest risks
to public safety and having the biggest impact on confidence.

The OPCC is promoting a dialogue between the chairs of these groups and
ensuring the Combined Authority and Public Service Board’s partnership
infrastructure work effectively together.
Work is on‐going to align strategic needs assessments with effective horizon
scanning and local intelligence.
Work is on‐going to align strategic performance management and monitoring
systems.

Recommendation
The Board is recommended to approve the updated the Countywide Community Safety
Agreement (Appendix 1) and the planned additional work (Section 5) to improve
community safety partnership working.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Documents
Contact Officers

Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Community Safety Agreement
Dorothy Gregson, Chief Executive Cambs OPCC
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CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND PETERBOROUGH
COMMUNITY SAFETY AGREEEMENT
2017

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (the “1998 Act”) gives statutory responsibility to
local authorities, the police and key partners to reduce crime and disorder in their
communities.

1.2

Under the original legislation district/borough level Community Safety
Partnerships (CSPs) were required to carry out three yearly audits and to
implement crime reduction strategies.

1.3

Later reviews and amendments of the 1998 Act in 2006 and 2011 included a need
for annual strategic, assessment, public consultation and most recently in 2011
that Partnership Plans can be based on a term agreed by the CSP e.g. six monthly
or yearly plans. (Collectively referred to in this document as the 1998 Act).

1.4

The main delivery vehicle to promote Community Safety in Cambridgeshire are the
six CSPs within Cambridgeshire, all operating within District/Unitary Council
boundaries.

1.5

For two tier authorities, such as Cambridgeshire, a statutory Community Safety
Agreement (“Agreement”) has been introduced. Peterborough Unitary Authority
has identified the benefits of voluntarily entering this Agreement in order facilitate
effective working across Peterborough and Cambridgeshire on identified
priorities.

1.6

For Cambridgeshire and Peterborough there are areas of work where the
complexity or wider impact of those issues would suggest that a countywide
approach would add value. This Agreement sets out these issues.

1.7

This Agreement should be read in conjunction with the Terms of Reference for the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Community Safety Strategic Board (the
“Board”).

1.8

The legislation relating to this Agreement and the Board’s Terms of Reference are
given at Appendix 1 and 2 respectively.

2.

PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT

2.1

The purpose of this Agreement is to deliver the statutory duty under Section 17 of
the 1998 Crime and Disorder Act stipulating that two tier authorities are required
to prepare a Community Safety Agreement for the county. Section 17 recognises
that there are key stakeholders that have responsibility for a wide range of services
to the community that can deliver community safety solutions.
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2.2

This Agreement is between the relevant Responsible Authorities and CSPs in
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough including:













Cambridge City Council
Cambridgeshire County Council
East Cambridgeshire District Council
Fenland District Council
Huntingdonshire District Council
Peterborough City Council
South Cambridgeshire District Council
Cambridgeshire Constabulary
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Fire and Rescue Service
Community Rehabilitation Company ‐ Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire
National Probation Service

2.3

This Agreement aims to develop a more joined‐up approach to community safety
service delivery, enable more effective and co‐ordinated strategic planning across
partner agencies and to ensure sustainable and lasting improvements in delivering
outcomes.

2.4

This Agreement recognises that community safety issues do not always respect
district boundaries, and that co‐ordination of effort can lead to economies of scale,
joined up working, and more effective outcomes. Accountability for delivery will
remain with the Responsible Authorities and statutory Community Safety
Partnerships.

3.

COUNTY PRIORITIES

3.1

Priority issues have been identified through relevant strategic assessments. They
identify issues which CSPs, individual Responsible Authorities and the Police and
Crime Plan consider to be both of high importance and would benefit from a
countywide approach. This work will be coordinated with that of the CSPs.

3.2

For Cambridgeshire and Peterborough a number of community safety issues have
been identified as cross‐cutting themes and are areas of work where the
complexity or wider impact of those priority issues that suggest that a countywide
approach would add value. These issues for financial year 2018/19 are listed at
Appendix 3.

3.3

The Board will review the progress of the Responsible Authorities in delivering
against these priority issues at its Board meeting, with any amendments made to
the priorities based on a strategic needs assessment, and the list of priorities
agreed by the Board at least annually.

3.4

The recently published Home Office Serious Violence Strategy has identified the
need for a more concerted effort with respect to prevention. Across
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough there are a number of co‐ordinated prevention
initiatives namely:


Healthy and safer schools



Early Help



Access to employment for vulnerable groups



Think Community – community resilience strategy



Housing trailblazer

4.

GOVERNANCE/DELIVERY FRAMEWORK

4.1

In order to deliver the Agreement an effective model of collective leadership and
delivery is required. The model recognises that the Board are operating within an
area of complexity in regard to leadership, governance, access, use of resources
and accountability.

4.2

Several of the identified priorities already have existing multi‐agency partnership
arrangements in place that are ensuring a coordinated approach across
organisations at a strategic level. This Agreement has built on these historic
arrangements.

4.3

A mapping exercise has clarified the accountability of the cross‐cutting
safeguarding and community safety priorities in Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough between the CSPs, primarily through the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board, Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough’s Health and Wellbeing Boards, Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Safeguarding Adults Board and Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Safeguarding
Children Board. This identifies a lead board for each priority and the accountability
of the various work streams.

4.4

Appendix 3 sets out how countywide issues will be monitored by the
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board,
the Health and Wellbeing Boards and the Safeguarding Boards.

4. 5

Responsible Authorities will identify lead officers to chair relevant Delivery Groups.
For each Delivery Group it is expected that:


a strategic assessment is undertaken;



a joint strategy is developed which has been informed by the strategic
assessment;



a Delivery Plan is put in place to take forward delivery of the strategy;



risk register is in place, with escalation of risk as appropriate to the Board
for their support and challenge;



performance monitoring is undertaken.

The April 2018 meeting of the countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
3

4.6

agreed three principles with respect to how the County Wide Delivery Groups and
six CSPs would relate to each other:


CSPs to co‐ordinate and lead the efforts of responsible authorities to
increase the resilience of people who are at risk of becoming involved in
crime or becoming a victims, e.g. by improving pathways into housing,
skills, employment, advice, health service, drug and alcohol services etc.



CSPs to co‐ordinate and lead the efforts of responsible authorities to
increases community resilience and ability of communities to help
themselves.

 Delivery Groups to define the pathways required to manage those at high
risk of harm, as set out in section 4.2 above.
5.

DATA AND INFORMATION SHARING

5.1

Data and other crucial information is shared between agencies. This is done fully
within the intent and authority provided by primary legislation and only for
prescribed statutory functions aimed to research, prevent and tackle crime and
disorder including the formation of community safety strategies and at a local level
problem solving groups.

5.2

Partners will work together to co‐ordinate the production of needs assessments
and sharing of performance management and monitoring systems.

6.

AMENDMENT AND REVIEW

6.1

The Agreement may be amended by agreement of the Board.

6.2

The Board will review the Agreement annually.

7.

APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Legislative provisions
Appendix 2 – Terms of Reference for Community Safety Strategic Board
Appendix 3 – County Priorities
SIGNATORIES
Appendix 4 ‐ Board Members
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Appendix 1

Legislative provisions
1.1

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (“1998 Act”) and subsequent amendments through
other legislation places a statutory responsibility on local authorities, the police, and
key partners (the “Responsible Authorities”) to reduce crime and disorder in their
communities.

1.2

Section 17 of the Act places a duty of each local authority to exercise its various
functions with due regard to the likely effect of the exercise of those functions on, and
the need to do all it reasonably can to prevent crime and disorder in its area. Section 17
responsibilities now include anti‐social behaviour.

1.3

Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) have a statutory duty to support delivery of
many of the shared outcomes set in the Police and Crime Plan

1.4

The Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) has the power to issue Crime
and Disorder Reduction Grants to any person/body which in their opinion will 'secure,
or contribute to securing, crime and disorder reduction in the body's area.' Grants for
Cambridgeshire are made in line with the Police and Crime Plan

1.5

The Commissioner has a statutory duty to have regard to the relevant priorities of each
responsible authority. The Commissioner can require representatives of the
Responsible Authorities for any area within the police area to attend a meeting to assist
in the formulation and implementation of strategies relating to that area.

1.6

CSPs are scrutinised by their local authority’s relevant Committee, which provides key
Elected Member involvement in the process. The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime
Panel supports and scrutinises the Commissioner. Its remit does not extend to
scrutinising CSPs.
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Appendix 2
CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND PETERBOROUGH COMMUNITY SAFETY STRATEGIC BOARD
TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

Introduction

1.1

Local Authorities, Police, Fire and Rescue Service, National Probation Service, Clinical
Commissioning Group, Community Rehabilitation Company (the “Responsible
Authorities”), the Police and Crime Commissioner, and Community Safety Partnerships
have various statutory duties in relation to reducing crime and disorder.

1.2

The overall aim of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Community Safety Strategic
Board (the “Board”), notwithstanding their statutory obligations, is to provide a multi‐
agency strategic direction to enable the delivery of the Board’s key priorities to continue
to make the communities of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough safer.

1.3

The Board will support a culture which enables all its members and their respective
organisations to work together to implement in practice and work at an operational
level on the community safety priorities identified by the Board.

1.4

The Terms of Reference needs to be read in conjunction with the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Community Safety Agreement (the “Agreement”).

2.

Role and purpose

2.1

The overall role and purpose of the Board is to help the Responsible Authorities
coordinate their duty to reduce crime and disorder in their communities by:







2.2
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bringing together the Responsible Authorities and other relevant partners (the
“Members”)1 to inform on relevant crime, disorder and community safety issues
creating opportunities for greater effectiveness through partnership working;
identifying how the Responsible Authorities in the county area might reduce or
prevent crime and disorder and improve community safety through co‐ordinated
or joint work to reflect the outcomes set in the Police and Crime Plan;
supporting Responsible Authorities to implement the “think family” approach as an
effective preventative tool;
acting as lead Board for specific areas of priority and liaising with other boards for
other areas of delivery as defined within the Agreement.

The Board will be responsible for helping the Responsible Authorities coordinate and
deliver their statutory duties with respect to:
 the undertaking of relevant strategic needs assessments;
 the establishment of processes for the development and agreement of relevant
countywide strategic plans that recognise and complement each other both for
community safety and areas of cross‐cutting priority;
 having partnership Delivery Plans in place;





the (performance) monitoring outcomes of relevant countywide strategic plans;
a process for sharing and commenting on strategic plans and annual reports;
having appropriate governance mechanisms in place to provide controls assurance
to deliver the Agreement and assurance that there are reciprocal arrangements in
place between various other relevant governance boards to consider the impact of
their duties on each other such as the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Safeguarding Adult Boards, Safeguarding Children Boards and Health and
Wellbeing Boards;
identifying and facilitating the management of any strategic risks that may impede
the success of the Agreement and that any risks are also raised by the Members on
their own corporate risk registers as appropriate;
demonstrating the ownership of community safety accountability at a strategic
level to deliver both Members individual, and the Board’s collective, statutory
responsibilities, obligations and priorities in the Agreement;





3.
3.1

Membership
Membership of the Board consists of the following:
 Police and Crime Commissioner – Chair
 Responsible Authorities:
 Cambridge City Council
 Cambridgeshire County Council
 East Cambridgeshire District Council
 Fenland District Council
 Huntingdonshire District Council
 Peterborough City Council
 South Cambridgeshire District Council
 Cambridgeshire Constabulary
 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group
 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Fire and Rescue Service
 Community Rehabilitation Company ‐ Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire
 National Probation Service






3.2

Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) representatives2
Chairs of Safeguarding Boards: Adult and Children
Chairs of Health and Wellbeing Boards
Chair of the Criminal Justice Board
Chair of the Youth Offending Board

Members will be able to speak for their organisation with authority and have
organisational responsibility around:
 resources;
 policy and practice matters;

7

 organisational and partnership performance monitoring.
3.3

There is increased clarity around reporting lines for relevant Delivery Groups to the
various boards, and the Chairs (or vice Chairs) of these Delivery Groups should attend
the Board as required (see Agreement).

3.4

At the Chair’s discretion Members are able to send personal representatives from their
organisation in their absence.

3.5

At the Chair’s discretion others may be invited to attend all or part of the meeting, and
to submit reports as required.

3.6

The Board does not have a power to direct other organisations rather to challenge and
support them to ensure the Responsible Authorities effectiveness in reducing crime and
disorder in their communities.

3.7

CSPs are scrutinised by their local authority’s relevant Committee, which provides key
Elected Member involvement in the process. The Cambridgeshire Police and Crime
Panel supports and scrutinises the Police and Crime Commissioner. Its remit does not
extend to scrutinising CSPs.

4.

Proceedings and administrative arrangements

4.1

The Board shall meet on a quarterly basis and otherwise on such occasions as may be
required and as directed by the Chair.

4.2

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) will formulate the Board’s
agenda in discussion with the Chair, and requests from other Board Members.

4.3

The OPCC will receive agenda items and reports for the Board meeting no later than
eight working days before the meeting, with the aim of circulating these to the Board
Members within five working days before the meeting.

4.4

Reports for the Board meeting can be commissioned and presented by any Member or
another person or organisation whom the Chair has invited to attend the meeting.

5.

Amendment and review of Terms of Reference

5.1

The Terms of Reference may be amended by agreement of the Board.

5.2

The Board will review its Terms of Reference annually.

28th March 2017

1

The term “the Members” is used in this document to reference the Members of the Board. Where Local
Authority Elected Officials (Councillors) are referenced, there are referred to as “Elected Members”

2

8

Where Possible, CSP representatives will be drawn from the Responsible Authority members

5.1

Appendix 3

Monitoring Arrangements for Countywide Strategic Priorities for Community Safety for
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough – 2017/18
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence1

Countywide Community Safety Partnership
/ Safeguarding Board

Child Exploitation / Gang Activity/ County Local Safeguarding Children Board
lines
Mental Health

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough’s Health
and Wellbeing Boards

PREVENT

Countywide Community Safety Partnership

Re‐offending
Management

/

Integrated

Offender Countywide Community Safety Partnership

Road Safety Partnership3

Countywide Community Safety Partnership

Serious organised crime including Human Countywide Community Safety Partnership
Trafficking andModern Slavery
Drug and Alcohol Misuse2

Health and Wellbeing Boards and
Community Safety Partnership

Joint Youth Justice Management Board

Countywide Community Safety Partnership
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Appendix 4
8. SIGNATORIES
Signatories to this Cambridgeshire Community Safety Agreement are:

Signed: ………… …………………………………………………………
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Cambridge City Council

Signed: ……… ………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire County Council

Signed: ……………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: East Cambridgeshire District Council
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Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………………..
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Fenland District Council

Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………………..
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Huntingdonshire District Council

Signed: …… …………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Peterborough City Council

Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………………..
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: South Cambridgeshire District Council

11

Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………………..
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire Constabulary

Signed: ….……. ………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical Commissioning Group

Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………………
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service

Signed: ………… …………………………………………………………
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: Community Rehabilitation Company - Bedfordshire, Northamptonshire,
Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire

12

Signed: ……… …………………………………………………………
Name:
Position:
On behalf of: National Probation Service

Signed: …………………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Cambridge Community Safety Partnership

Signed: ……… ……………………………………………………….
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: East Cambridgeshire Community Safety Partnership

Signed: …………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Fenland Community Safety Partnership
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Signed: ………………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Huntingdonshire Community Safety Partnership

Signed: …………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Safer Peterborough Partnership

Signed: …………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: South Cambridgeshire Community Safety Partnership

Signed: …………………………………………………………………...
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire Adult Safeguarding Board
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Signed: …………………………………………………………………...
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire Children’s Safeguarding Board

Signed: …………………………………………………………………...
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Peterborough Adults Safeguarding Board

Signed: …………………………………………………………………...
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Peterborough Children’s Safeguarding Board

Signed: …………………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Cambridgeshire Health and Wellbeing Board
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Signed: …………………………………………………………………….
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Peterborough Health and Wellbeing Board

Signed: …………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Criminal Justice Board

Signed: …………………………………………………………………
Name:
Position: Chair
On behalf of: Youth Offending Board
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DA & SV
CCJB Offender
Mental Health
Sub‐Group
Delivery Board Delivery Group

Road Safety
Partnership

Child Exploitation,
Gang Activity &
County Lines Delivery
Board

Co‐Chairs: Dr Emma
Tiffin, CCG
Supt. Laura Hunt, CC

Chair: Det. Supt.
Martin Brunning, CC

Chair: Matthew
Ryder, National
Probation Service

Chair: Matthew
Shuter, CCC

Chair: Det. C/Insp.
Neil Sloan, CC

Chair: C/Insp. Ian
Ford, CC

emma@dremmatiffin.com

martin.brunning@
cambs.pnn.police.uk

matthew.ryder@
probation.gsi.gov.uk

neil.sloan@
cambs.pnn.police.uk

ian.ford@
cambs.pnn.police.uk

Organised Crime &
Modern Slavery
Delivery Group

Co‐Chairs: Supt. Laura
Hunt, CC
Dr Liz Robin

Chair: ACC Dan
Vajzovic, CC

Chair: Dept. Supt.
Mat Newman, CC

Liz.RobinCCC@cambridg
eshire.gov.uk

dan.vajzovic@
cambs.pnn.police.uk

matt.newman@
cambs.pnn.police.uk

alison.smith@
cambridgeshire.gov.uk

val.thomas
@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

mathew.shuter@
cambridgeshire.gov.uk

Youth Justice
Management
Board

PREVENT
Drug & Alcohol
Delivery Board Misuse Delivery
Board

elaine.matthews
@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

hbrown
@fenland.gov.uk

val.thomas
@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

Val Thomas,
Consultant in
Public Health

Alison Smith,
CCC
Elaine Matthews,
CCC
Helen Brown, FDC

Val Thomas,
Consultant in
Public Health

COMMUNITY
RESILIENCE
HOUSING
(TRAILBLAZER)

EMPLOYMENT

EARLY HELP

HEALTHY & SAFE
SCHOOLS

COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP MATRIX

Chair details correct as of June 2018
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
To: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
From: Sarah Ferguson and Elaine Matthews, Cambridgeshire County Council
Date: 19 July 2018
Title: Community Resilience Shared Approach

1

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to share with the Countywide Community Safety Strategic
Board (“the Board”) the outcome of the work developed in partnership with the Office
of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC), Cambridgeshire Constabulary and
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough’s County, District and City Councils to develop a
shared approach to increasing community resilience.

2

Recommendations

2.1

The Board is recommended to:




Support the Think Communities shared approach (see paras 5.1 ‐ 5.4 and Appendix
One).
Ask each place‐based Community Safety Partnership (CSP) to consider how their
work and local priorities could be delivered or enhanced through community
resilience.
Endorse the creation of an Against Scams Partnership (see paras 8.1 to 8.7).

3

Increasing Community Resilience

3.1

Countywide public sector agencies recognise the importance in increasing the resilience
of communities to become more self‐reliant if we are to manage our resources and the
increasing demand on all our services. There is a shared ambition to increase public
involvement and build the capacity of local people to help us meet local needs together.

3.2

Chapter 5 of the recently published Home Office Serious Violence Strategy highlights
the need to develop resilience in communities as well as in individuals.

3.3

A growing body of evidence shows that when practitioners begin with a focus on what
communities have (their assets) as opposed to what they don’t have (their needs) a
community’s efficacy in addressing its own needs increases, as does its capacity to lever
in external support. It provides healthy community practitioners with a fresh
perspective on building bridges with socially excluded people and marginalised groups1.
Community assets can be defined as individuals, associations, institutions, physical
assets, and connections.

1

Foot and Hopkins, 2010, p6.
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
19 July 2018
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4

Existing Strategies

4.1

Currently the local authorities all have their own locally agreed community plans,
strategies and approaches to developing community resilience. The Cambridgeshire
and Peterborough Police and Crime Plan 2017‐2020 contains a number of key actions
relating to supporting safer and stronger communities. When viewed collectively the
broad aims and desired outcomes for all areas are not dissimilar to those shown in the
Communities section of the Plan.

5

Taking a Partnership Approach

5.1

Officers from all eight partners (the seven local authorities shown above plus Police)
have worked collaboratively to develop a shared approach which would allow local
parish and town councils, community groups and organisations to have a single cross‐
partnership conversation about their local concerns, be able to access consistent
support and advice on how to develop their own approaches to resolving those issues.
It would allow all partners to take a multiagency joined up approach akin to that which
has worked well elsewhere (e.g. Think Families).

5.2

The working title for this single shared approach to building community resilience is
‘Think Communities’ and the final draft currently with partners for sign off is shown in
Appendix One.

5.3

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Senior Officers Communities Network, who had
tasked officers with exploring the possibility of a shared approach, agreed the approach
presented to them on 29 June 2018.

5.4

The Think Communities approach is to fully align and work collaboratively, recognising
that partners all have their specialisms and will also work independently. Whilst noting
the need to evidence outcomes the Network Chair asked partners to recognise that
community work is part of a wider ‘jigsaw’ and that evidencing one component is not
sufficient.

6

Think Communities ‐ Next Steps

6.1

The eight partners are now discussing endorsement of the shared approach with each
of their administrations. For some partners, this might involve taking the approach
through Committees and the timescales for this will vary depending on the approval
route for each authority. Depending on delegation and meeting arrangements, sign off
process could continue through to late 2018.

6.2

Meanwhile officers will collate examples of case studies where community led work is
already happening in order to share good practice and encourage others to do likewise.

7

Community Resilience links to Community Safety

7.1

There are already examples of communities who are already demonstrating, or
developing a community resilience approach linked to community safety. A number of
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
20 July 2018
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partners, active volunteers, community groups and local parish councils are already
engaged in supporting or delivering matters of local importance to their communities to
varying degrees, including running their own Speed watch campaigns or setting up
Neighbourhood Watch schemes. Appendix Two maps where Neighbourhood Watch
already have coordinators and volunteers and lists other ‘community assets’ supporting
community safety.
7.2

The Police and Crime Plan highlighted the importance of developing community
resilience and the OPCC has sought to support this transformation partnership approach
as part of the Police and Crime Plan delivery plan.

7.3

Place‐based CSPs could usefully contribute to the work described in para 6.2 by
providing local intelligence on matters which concern residents along with examples of
how and where local people and communities are already managing their own local
needs.

8

Collaborating with non‐statutory partners on common concerns: Against Scams
Partnership

8.1

Whilst the Think Communities shared approach sets out how eight local authority
partners will work together and with communities to build the capacity of local people
to meet local needs, a number of statutory and non‐statutory partners have also
identified a common concern which would benefit from a visible partnership approach
to increasing and enabling communities resilience.

8.2

Financial scams are often targeted at our most vulnerable residents including socially
isolated and lonely as well as older residents, where the resulting emotional and
financial harm can leave many in significant financial hardship, afraid to or unable to live
independently, and requiring support from public services.

8.3

Police, Banks, Building Societies, Care workers, Trading Standards, Housing Associations,
Adult Social Care, GPs, Church groups, voluntary organisations and others are all often
involved (individually) in identifying and reporting scam activity, sharing prevention
messages, supporting victims and reducing future victimisation.

8.4

An Against Scams Partnership (ASP) will bring these partners together for the first time
with the aim of aligning resources and working collaboratively where it makes sense to
so. Similar to the rationale shown in paragraph 5.1 ‐ 5.4 and in Appendix One, they will
continue to specialise in their own areas of expertise and delivery and work
independently with the benefit of a shared approach across the partnership.

8.5

An initial exploratory meeting is being planned by CCC Community Protection officers
which will allow representatives from those mentioned in para 7.3 to share their current
individual approaches and activities, concerns and barriers to providing better more
sustainable support.

8.6

It is not envisaged that the ASP will result in subsequent meeting commitments but
rather a more virtual network/partnership across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
who will work collaboratively and align resources to reduce duplication, improve referral
pathways, increase prevention impact, seek to set up local support networks and engage

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
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current and new volunteers (including Neighbourhood Watch Coordinators or active
communities) in sharing prevention messages.
8.7

This partnership, if it progresses, will be launched at a future date agreed with Leaders
of organisations involved in publically promoting the shared concern and partnership
approach being taken across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough to tackle this serious
issue which affects many of our residents.

9

Recommendation

9.1

The Board is recommended to:




Support the Think Communities shared approach (see paras 5.1 ‐ 5.4 and Appendix
One).
Ask each Place‐based CSP to consider how their work and local priorities could be
delivered or enhanced through community resilience.
Endorse the creation of an Against Scams Partnership (see paras 8.1 to 8.7).

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Source Document(s)
Contact Officer(s)
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Appendix One

Think Communities
Creating a shared vision, approach and priorities for building Community
Resilience across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough partner organisations.

Our vision


People: Resilient communities across Cambridgeshire where people can feel safe,
connected and able to help themselves and each other.



Places: New and established communities that are integrated, possess a sense of place,
and which support the resilience of their residents.



System: A system wide approach in which partners listen, engage and align with
communities and with each other, to deliver public service and support community‐led
activity.

Our pledge
The Think Communities partners will work together to:‐
 Empower and enable communities to support themselves, encouraging community‐led
solutions and interventions. (People)
 Work with communities to harness their local capacity targeted towards those in the
community requiring the most help. (Places)
 Support active, healthy communities to play a clear and evidenced role in improving
people’s lives, thereby preventing, reducing or delaying the need for more intrusive and
costly public services. (Places)
 Align resources to create multi‐agency support which can flexibly meet the changing needs
of our communities. (Systems)
 Be prepared to be experimental in our approach, in order to deliver individual local solutions
and support ideas that can be replicated. (Systems)

Our approach
Our intention is to be fully aligned and to collaborate where it makes sense and there is agreement
to do so.
A consistency of approach will enable communities to have a single conversation with Think
Communities partners focussed on local priorities. Think Communities partners will provide support
and resources to enable communities to decide how they wish to deliver their local priorities.
Working in an aligned way will enable each Think Communities partner to still specialise in their own
areas of service delivery and expertise, to work independently or with a shared approach across the
partnership, which is compatible and consistent, enabling joint projects to still happen
Think Communities will take a People, Places, System approach to building resilience and
supporting communities.

Appendix One
Figure 1 ‐ A People, Places, System approach to Think Communities

People

•Focusing on specific vulnerable groups.
•Recognising the strengths of individuals.
•Working with individuals to remove barriers for community‐
led activity.
•Listening to and learning from people with experience.
•Encouraging and incentivising community participation.

Places

•Focusing on the assets and facilities within a community.
•Build capacity for communities to work together in times of
need.
•Providing a kick‐start in new communities and growth sites.
•Developing an awareness of hidden communities.
•Supporting the development of social networks, encouraging
communities to connect.
•Recognising where services are better delivered by
communities and providing the support and resource to allow
it to happen.

Systems

•Taking a broader view in order to recognise the complexities.
•Allowing for multi‐agency conversations with communities.
•Building and sustaining trust, transparency and accountability.
•Integrating the expertise of the community and of all the
partners involved.
•Collectively taking a Strengths‐Based / Asset‐Based approach
to working with communities.
•Supporting communities to develop and deliver their own
priorities which may go beyond public sector plans.

Our Strategic Priorities and Actions
Priority Area

Example Action

Priority 1:

Communities are connected and
work together toward shared
goals.

Priority 2:

Take a place‐based approach to
service design and delivery of
services.

Develop a joined up, multi‐agency
campaign to promote the different ways
vulnerable people and high‐risk
communities can be supported by
community‐led activity.
Identify key communities where a place‐
based approach in keeping with the Think
Communities vision can be piloted

Priority 3:

Communities feel they are
supported to help themselves.

Development of a shared toolkit which
will offer access to consistent levels of
support to community groups and
organisations across Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough.
An agreed and measurable Action Plan will complement the Think Communities partnership
agreement

Appendix Two
Mapping existing community assets
A. Neighbourhood Watch
Raised as a potential resource by the majority of police officers involved in discussions and with
mixed opinion on their current effectiveness, questions around the number of coordinators listed vs
those who are currently active and willing to carry out their role.
As a national charity, we are partly funded by the Home Office and we work with them on
national crime issues such as Serious & Organised Crime and cybercrime. They are a vital
partner helping us to link national strategy with local action.
Neighbourhood Watch Associations across England and Wales work with their own local
authorities to help reduce crime and make their communities safe and pleasant places to
live. Neighbourhood Watch volunteers are often involved with Community Safety
Partnerships and local government initiatives1
Map of Neighbourhood Watch Coordinators and Volunteers ‐ numbers dictate the number of
registered coordinators in each area.

1

https://www.ourwatch.org.uk/government/

Appendix Two
B ‐ Timebanks
Cambridgeshire has 8 active Time banks running well at the moment with significant numbers of
volunteers who deliver local services and support local residents









Cambourne
Houghton and Wyton
Littleport and Ely
St Ives
Somersham and Pidley
St Neots
Warboys
Godmanchester ‐ the most recent and set up with the aid of County Council Innovate and
Cultivate Funding.

This is a growing body of active volunteers, with emerging new Time banks being considered by
Parish Councils across Cambridgeshire including one in Ramsey, due to start Aug/Sept 2018.

C ‐ Town and Parish Councils
There are 211 Town and Parish in Cambridgeshire and 240 Town, Parish and Community Councils
across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. [CAPALC ‐ http://www.capalc.org.uk/Home.aspx]
A Local Council Delivery Plan for Cambridgeshire was developed and launched in 2017. This is the
first of its kind in Cambridgeshire and acts as a starting point for the sharing of ideas, ambitions and
aspirations for Cambridgeshire’s local council sector. The reasons for developing the plan are stated
as a shared ambition to work better together to support and help realise the enormous potential of
local councils by:
 extending opportunities for networking, shared learning and partnership
 improving standards of local councils so they can make the most of current and future
opportunities, and
 increasing the capacity of local councils so they are vibrant, dynamic and effective and able
unlock the potential of their communities.
The role of local councils in making a positive difference is recognised as
Culture creator
Local councils give their time, expertise, resources and coordinate local activity. They
provide local venues and facilities, build networks and support or provide grants to groups
who deliver a range of activities and opportunities for local people.
Place shaper
Local councils have the ability to shape the future of their communities through their role in
the planning system and their role in management and ownership of local assets.
Service deliverer
Local councils have discretionary powers to provide and maintain local services which can
make a huge contribution to their communities, for example, providing transport,
supporting businesses, contributing culture and leisure provision, managing open spaces or
meeting housing, health and social care needs.

Appendix Two
Builder of community
Local councils can support communities to build their capacity and resilience by encouraging
people to get more involved and volunteer. They are well placed to see the potential of their
community and can coordinate community activity.
Democratic and accountable
Their democratic mandate, ability to raise a precept and the legislation that governs the
transparency of their processes and finances, local councils hold a unique position and
legitimacy within their communities.

D ‐ Speedwatch
The Community Speedwatch scheme trains volunteers from members of the community to get
actively involved in monitoring the speed of vehicles travelling through their neighbourhood. It is
used in areas where speeding has been identified as a priority by the local residents.
Community Speedwatch is operated by Cambridgeshire Constabulary in partnership with your local
council and other agencies. The scheme itself is run by the Police and the community volunteers
supported by the County coordinator.
There are currently 162 Speedwatch groups across the county, with over 1550 trained community
volunteers. Officers are currently involved with the setting up of an additional 11 new schemes
which will further increase these numbers.
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
To: Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
From: Countywide Delivery Groups
Date: 19 July 2018
Title: Countywide Delivery Groups – Quarterly Updates July 2018
1
1.1

2

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to present to the Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board (“the Board”) the most recent quarterly report for the
Countywide Delivery Groups
Recommendation

2.1

The Board is recommended to note the content of the updates

2.2

Board members are asked to note relevant actions.

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
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Quarterly Report: July 2018
Cambridgeshire Partnership Prevent Delivery Group
Chair: Chief Inspector Marcia Pringle
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
Developing a local PREVENT partnership able to support effective local delivery.
Sharing the CTLP with all relevant partners to identify current threat and risk.
Monitoring and addressing local community tensions
Ensuring all statutory partners have an effective PREVENT action plan in place, in compliance with CTSA Act 2015 and that it is reviewed on a regular
basis.
Working together to implement a range of tactical solutions aimed at preventing and deterring adults and young people from being drawn into
terrorism and being subject to radicalisation within Cambridgeshire.
Ensuring there is a referral pathway in place for those at risk of radicalisation and extremist activity. Monitoring the impact and extent of the
Channel Panel referral mechanism.
Sharing best practise and learning opportunities around PREVENT delivery and training.
Key information to raise to the Board
Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
th
The last PREVENT Delivery Board took place on 18 April
 To Note contents of this report.
2018. Key Updates.
Previous meeting highlighted low referrals from Health
Partners; Health have responded by accelerating awareness
amongst practitioners and have devised a simple and easy to
understand one minute PREVENT guide for employees.
Subsequently there have been some good referrals come via
Health Partners.
Operation DOVETAIL has been initiated, it appears that Police
 For Local Government to provide some clarity regarding anticipated
are likely to retain PREVENT lead for at least the next 12
timescales for handover.
months but this has not been confirmed.
The Government have recently published a revised CONTEST
strategy. It is the intention of the chair to instigate a review
and refresh of PREVENT Delivery plans in light of the new
publication.
The next PREVENT Delivery Board is scheduled for 18th July
2018 at Cambs Police HQ.
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
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Chairmanship of the PREVENT Delivery board has been
handed over to CI Marcia Pringle following retirement of CI
Ian Ford.
Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register
 Risks for CCSSB risk register











To formally acknowledge and thank CI Ian Ford for his hard work in
leading PREVENT during the last few years.

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 Risks monitored via CONTEST meeting process

Plans, actions and performance
Completed: Yes
N/A
Completed: Ongoing
Completed: Ongoing
Via CONTEST Board and PREVENT Delivery Group.
Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board
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Quarterly Report: July 2018
CCJB OFFENDER GROUP
Chair: Matthew Ryder (NPS)
Vice Chair: Jo Curphey (BeNCH CRC)
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
To support the statutory agencies and community safety partnerships in the delivery of a multi‐agency approach to tackling offending and re‐
offending in Cambridgeshire & Peterborough by bringing together managers from key agencies with responsibility for dealing with
offending.





Understanding current and future needs of offending prevention and management through the commissioning of joint needs assessments and
promoting system wide approaches.
Creating and taking ownership of the overall partnership strategy for offenders, with an associated action plan.
Actively engaging in identifying options and monitoring implementation of system wide solutions to needs identified. Identifying risks, with
escalation as appropriate to the Criminal Justice Board or Countywide Community Safety Strategic Board.
Monitoring the progress and delivery of the actions and outcomes set in the action plan to ensure a joined‐up approach to tackling offending
and reducing re‐offending and to ensure it meets national and local best practice.

This will include supporting and contributing to the implementation of key objectives in the Police and Crime Plan and the Cambridgeshire CJB
objectives, including:‐
i) use a partnership approach to tackle crimes which are of greatest concern to the public such as violence, drink and drug related crime, burglary
and rural crime;
ii) Improve partnership working to ensure resilience of services and effective and efficient action to address long term causes of offending such
as health issues, housing, substance misuse and education, employment & training;
iii) Protect local communities from those people who present a risk of serious harm to them through effective and efficient offender management
and partnership working;
iv) Work with the voluntary sector and other partners to enable the rehabilitation of offenders;
v) Review current performance management systems to ensure re‐offending data is captured and monitored effectively so that progress can be
reviewed.
Key information to raise to the Board
Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 The offender group has drawn heavily on the offender needs
 Support for tackling partnership issues including housing,
assessment to identify priority areas for action, including substance
substance misuse, mental health, education, training and
misuse services, ETE and accommodation.
employment.
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Development of stronger links with Drug and Alcohol Misuse Delivery
Board to ensure that there is a closer fit between the work of this
board and the offender sub group in assessing the needs of substance
misusing offenders and the development of services to reduce drug
and alcohol dependency.



Consider mechanisms for linkages between delivery groups.



There has been recent work to bring together providers of ETE services,
DWP, HMPPS and the CRC to improve access to ETE for ex offenders.
Jobcentre Plus are undertaking some pathway mapping with partners.



Engage in mapping existing pathways and identifying areas for
improvement.

Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register
o new risks to flag. In the last two quarterly reports, I highlighted the risks caused
by problems with accessing suitable housing for offenders with complex
needs who pose a high risk of serious harm to others. This remains a matter
of concern.

Plans, actions and performance
TOR
Strategic assessment
Joint strategic plan

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 Continued support of Criminal Justice Board and Countywide
Community Safety Strategic Board in developing opportunities
for closer strategic working between housing providers and
agencies working in the criminal justice system to improve
housing provision for complex offenders who are a serious risk
to others.

These have been updated and agreed
https://cambridgeshireinsight.org.uk/wp‐content/uploads/2017/09/OffenderNA‐2017_final_FullReport.pdf
http://www.cambridgeshire‐pcc.gov.uk/wp‐content/uploads/2016/09/18‐03‐01‐Police‐and‐Crime‐Plan‐
FINAL.pdf

Partnership delivery plan
Performance information
Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:
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Quarterly Report March 2018:
Cambridgeshire & Peterborough Road Safety Partnership
Chair: Cllr Mathew Shuter
Vice Chair: Cllr Irene Walsh
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
To prevent road users from being killed or seriously injured (KSI) through enabling behaviour change delivering better education and deliver road
engineering schemes
To reduce the social impact of road casualties at an individual, family and community level
To reduce the cost to public agencies in dealing with the impact of road collisions including identifying invest to save opportunities
To undertake targeted road safety enforcement as part of a strategy to reduce KSIs
To develop a financially sustainable model of delivering road safety activities across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough

Key information to raise to the Board
 Further information corroborating that a large proportion of
the increase in serious casualties has been as a result of
changes to the recording system, as trauma patients have
declined over the same period

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 No action at current time until full investigation into the rise is complete
and advice issued by DfT/ONS



Safety Cameras, progress has been made on funding and an
implementation plan is being developed



No action at current time



Midterm strategy assessment of progress and effective
delivery of resources for the partnership



Identification of any additional partners who need to be represented on
the delivery group or on the strategic board

Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register
 Camera enforcement [updated]. Wet film stocks critically
low, which could lead to issues with camera enforcement
across the county

Plans, actions and performance
TOR

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 Support from partners to progress implementation

https://www.cprsp.co.uk/
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Strategic assessment
https://www.cprsp.co.uk/
Joint strategic plan
https://www.cprsp.co.uk/
Partnership delivery plan
https://www.cprsp.co.uk/
Performance information
https://www.cprsp.co.uk/
Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:
New action plan to be brought to next CPRSP board meeting on 10th October
Key actions delivered during this quarter include:
Drive IQ – 1300 active users both pre‐and newly qualified drivers. First year target of 1000 engagements achieved. Currently reviewing first year of
delivery including focus groups with students to look at ways to improve take‐up and completion in the 2018/19 academic year.
New workshop developed aimed at young people who driver for work is being promoted to colleges across the partnership area and has been
successfully piloted.
Bike Safe Courses and Biker Down Courses fully booked
Partnership attended various shows during the Spring / Summer to promote safer motorcycling including MCN, Meldreth and Ride to Work day.
Publicity campaign aimed at motorcyclists ‘Whose World Are You….” has run and a competition
Speed toolkit is in development which will be available to community safety partnership, parish council, town councils etc. so a consistent message
is being delivered around speed. Looking at a launch event later in the year.
Activities delivered by the police in Cambridge using plain clothes officer on a bicycle to detect offences by motorists and cyclists and offer education
opportunity for offending drivers and cyclists has been very well received and officer asked to present the project at national conference.
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Quarterly Report (July 2018):
Organised Crime & Modern Slavery
Chair: D.Supt Mat Newman
Vice Chair: Rob Hill
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
To co‐ordinate and support the delivery of the multi‐agency response to organised crime and modern slavery within Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough by bringing together managers from key agencies with responsibilities which feature significantly in these crimes.
Key Points to raise to the Board
Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
Following a strategic assessment, the modern slavery work will focus on
 For information
labour exploitation, criminal exploitation and sexual exploitation. A revised
strategy and plan will be published shortly.
A partnership on line training package has been devised and agreed with
 For information
rollout to LA, Probation and Court services, RSL and DWP which will provide
consistent information and messages to all partners.
 For information
There remains strong traction in Cambridge City, Fenland with good progress
in East Cambs. We anticipate visible activity in Hunts and Peterborough over
the next reporting period.
 For information
The police have secured investigative training from the Police Transformation
Unit and have commissioned a peer review of a selection of investigations.
Organised crime activity requires further focus on preventing young people
 For information
becoming drawn into criminality.
A campaign in May to coincide with national activity was successful and the
reach report is attached.
Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register



Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs


Quarterly Updates on Delivery Group Plans and Actions
TOR
Strategic assessment
See SOCLP previous circulated
Joint strategic plan
Action tracker
Partnership delivery plan
Quarterly Report : May 2018

Joint Youth Justice Management Board
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Chair: Dan Vajzovic
Vice Chair: Adrian Chapman
Objectives of Youth Justice Management Board
To increase young people known to YOS engagement in ETE and reduce the number of young people who are NEET/ Missing from Education
To ensure young people have effective transitions and support to move from young people’s to adult facing services
To ensure that health and social care services are integrated with youth justice and that young people have access to services that promote and
improve their health, wellbeing and life chances
To implement a partnership response to re‐offending data and set priorities for reducing the number of young people who reoffend
Develop a partnership wide Prevention Strategy to reduce the number of young people entering the youth justice system and going on to be
adult offenders
To ensure that there are robust partnership arrangements to prevent custodial sentences/remands and facilitate effective post custody
resettlement
To ensure that the partnership is responding to the complex cohort of exploited children by identifying young people, safeguarding them and
bring perpetrators to justice

Key information to raise to the Board
 New HMIP Framework launched end April 2018. Need to prepare for
Inspection in Peterborough and Cambridgeshire from Dec 18
onwards. Self‐Assessment and Action Plan to be completed to cover
both areas. Presented back to Board in July 18.
 Statutory responsibility for Board Members outlined through YJB
Presentation. Board members to consider their role as a member of
the Board. TOR for Joint Youth Justice Management Board under
review currently being reviewed and refreshed to reflect new
structure, Chair, members contributions and reporting
arrangements
 Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Decriminalisation of Children in
Care Policy to be developed with partners and actioned through
Board

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 CCE Strategy and processes signed off by Safeguarding Board in
May 18


To present proposal and process on sharing police intelligence and
arrest data with Social Care, YOS and Early Help to Early Help
Governance Board Sept 18



Final Joint Youth Justice Plan provided and presented to
Countywide Community Safety Board by Sept 18.
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2018/19 Youth Justice plan draft presented ‐ Final Draft to be agreed
by July 2018



Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register
 HMIP inspection expected from Dec 2018







Targeted Youth Support Consultation Response and implementation
June – Sep 2018





MOJ and YJB to review Youth Justice funding formula in 2019. To be
discussed at May 2019 Board





Confirmed reduction in Remand Grant in Peterborough 2018/19



Increase in Re‐offending rates in both Peterborough and
Cambridgeshire






Final Youth Justice plan to be provided to CCSP, Early Help
Governance and Safeguarding Board
Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
Self‐ Assessment and Action Plan to be provided to CCSP,
Safeguarding and Early Help partners by July 2018
Response Document presented to Board in July and Service Spec
Shared June
Interim TYSS Performance Framework agreed by Sept 18
Decriminalisation of Children in Care Policy to be developed for
this board and safeguarding Board
Finance Update provided to Board in July

Finance Update provided to Board in July
Children in Care Board Peterborough informed of Budget changes
Launch Live tracker in Peterborough by July 18
Monitor live re‐offending through tracker in Cambridgeshire

Plans, actions and performance
TOR
Confirmed July 2018
Strategic assessment
HMIP Self Assessment – Sign off July 2018
Joint strategic plan
2018/19 Youth Justice Plan to be agreed July 18
Partnership delivery plan
HMIP Action plan – commence July 18
Performance information
Joint Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Performance Report to be provide from July 2018
Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:
Re‐offending remains high in both areas
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Quarterly Report:
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Delivery Board
July 2018
Chair: Martin Brunning
Vice Chair: Sarah Ferguson
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
Understanding the needs of domestic abuse and sexual violence victims through the commissioning of single needs assessments and promoting
early intervention and prevention work.
Setting out a single Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence Strategy for the county with an associated Action Plan.
Monitoring the progress and delivery of the actions and outcomes set in the action plan to ensure a joined up approach to tackling DA and SV
within agencies (Do). This will include creating a single outcome‐based performance framework which includes available data from key
agencies.
Challenging under performance in a constructive and supportive manner.
Routinely reviewing the work being delivered to ensure it meets national and local best practice and delivering against the outcomes. This may
include jointly commissioning, re‐commissioning or de‐commissioning services to ensure an equitable countywide offer. It will include reviewing
the totality of services delivered (including the SARC, countywide support service for victims of sexual violence and countywide support for
victims of domestic abuse) to ensure they address the impact of domestic abuse and sexual violence particularly in families with children.

Key information to raise to the Board
 Alternative funding sources continue to be considered –
“Children of Adam” in Peterborough will be contributing to the
IDVA service and the Bobby scheme.
 The Partnership will be working with Standing Together and
Gentoo in a three area bid to MHCLG. This must be submitted
by 17th August 2018. It is anticipated this would fund outreach
services, Bobby scheme and extension of the Domestic Abuse
Housing Accreditation work

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 The MLCHG will need to be supported by all local authority Chief
Executives. Officers are already aware, support will need to be
provided with the application.





Information only



Copies available from Amanda.warburton@cambridgeshire.gov.uk




CCC now have White Ribbon Accreditation, and Cambridge City
have been re‐accredited.
Peterborough & East Cambs are working towards accreditation
The DASV Partnership Annual Report has been published
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The DA Perpetrator Panel now operates across Cambs and
Peterborough and will be considering nominals from MARAC,
those being released from prison (not MAPPA), and the “Top
10” DA Offenders identified by police
The police have developed a scrutiny group to examine around
10 cases each month. Victim’s services are also included in this
process, which should highlight both excellent and poor practice
across the force.
DASV Champions Workshops are proving very popular with over
100 officers attending as champions from across agencies.



For Information



For Information



Organisations to consider their representation at the DASV Champion
Workshops from frontline professionals

Since 1st April 2018 there has been a single MARAC across
Cambs and Peterborough. This is held daily from 9.30am and
conference facilities are available. A self‐assessment will be
conducted on the process in the next few months, as agency
representation continues to be lower than desirable.



Organisations consider their attendance and representation at
MARAC

Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register
 There will be funding gaps once the DCLG funding has been
used, x8 outreach workers are funded until March 2019. Bobby
scheme security for DA Victims will be used by late 2018, leaving
a gap in provision.
Plans, actions and performance
TOR
Strategic assessment

Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
 To consider how these key resources could be funded in future.

Completed: Yes
Completed: 30 June 2017

Joint strategic plan
Partnership delivery plan
Performance information

Completed: September 2017
Completed: October 2017
A single performance matrix is being developed across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough and will be circulated quarte
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Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:
The action plan is an evolving document, which is taken forward by the DASV Operational Group. CSPs are invited to attend this group and feed in.
A quarterly report is produced for the CSPs on DASV.
All specialist services will be expected to use an outcomes framework which reflects the expectations of the Ministry of Justice and Victim’s Code
Outcomes
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Quarterly Report (July, 2018):
Drugs and Alcohol Delivery Group
Co Chairs: Superintendent Laura Hunt & Dr Liz Robin
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
 To strategically co‐ordinate the delivery of the multi‐agency response to drug and alcohol misuse within Cambridgeshire and Peterborough by
bringing together key agencies with responsibility for addressing different aspects of substance misuse and its impacts.
 To focus on the multi‐agency approach to tackling substance misuse through prevention, early intervention, effective treatment, harm reduction,
recovery and re‐integration.
 To set out a joint Drug and alcohol strategy for Cambridgeshire and Peterborough reflective of national and local strategies and evidenced by
local need.
Key Points to raise to the Board
Requested actions by responsible
authorities/board chairs






ensure cross cutting work and strong links into well
Comprehensive discussions at the last Delivery Board firming up action plans for
established strategic groups to help drive these work
each of the 3 key priorities;
streams forward.
1. Early help interventions and targeted support to young people, families and
vulnerable children at higher risk of substance misuse
2. Reducing drug related deaths (action plan now in place and agreed by this
group)
3. Working in partnership to improve outcomes in treatment by addressing the
following barriers
 Housing and homelessness
 Education, training, volunteering and employment
 Mental health pathways
lice officers, treatment staff to be locally identified to take
 Criminal justice system
part in focus groups.
Peterborough has been selected (one of 6 areas nationally) to participate in research
around the links between serious violence and crack cocaine, this research is being
GL will be holding a stakeholder event in September and will
undertaken jointly by the Home Office and Public Health England.
be invited to the next delivery group in September to
The new Cambridgeshire Adult specialist substance misuse treatment contract has
st
present the new delivery model to members.
been awarded to Change, Grow Live (CGL). The contract will commence on the 1
October, 2018.
The Delivery Board were disappointed to learn that Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough (LA’s) are unable to bid into national innovation funds that have been
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made available to help children living with alcohol dependent parents due to our
involvement in the DWP reducing parental conflict programme.

Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register


Requested actions by responsible
authorities/board chairs

Public health JCU will closely monitor the performance of the current contract in
light of the outcome of the tender.
Plans, Actions & Performance
TOR
Strategic assessment
http://cambridgeshireinsight.org.uk/JSNA/Drugs‐and‐Alcohol‐2015
Joint strategic plan
Partnership delivery plan
Performance Information
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Quarterly Report (July/ 2018):
Crisis Care Concordat MH Delivery Board
Chair: Co‐chaired by Cambridgeshire Constabulary, CCG, Local
Vice Chair: N/A
Authority & CPSL MIND
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group
The overall aim of the CCC MH Delivery Board is to oversee the implementation of the Crisis Care Concordat Action Plan with specific emphasis on
securing delivery of improved outcomes for people in mental health crisis at a local level.
The Board oversees an ambitious, but realistic, series of initiatives to transform crisis care services across Cambridgeshire and Peterborough,
ensuring that organisations work together collaboratively to address the challenges and deliver the solutions. The Board will also ensure
that the work undertaken by all partner organisations is well aligned to avoid duplication and increase efficiency.
Generic update
A document entitled, ‘Working Together for Mental Health in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough’ sets out the key priorities and next steps for our
health and care system to achieve the aspirations of the ‘Five Year Forward View for Mental Health’, a national strategy.
The Crisis Care Concordat MH Delivery Group, at a tactical level, has developed a comprehensive action plan which sets out work undertaken or
still being progressed locally to deliver the priorities and next steps as articulated within the afore‐mentioned document. The action plan
covers five key areas of crisis care; namely ‐ commissioning, support, access, quality treatment and recovery.
The Crisis Care Concordat Action plan is supported by continuously reviewed and refreshed implementation plan that includes the finer detail of
all different initiatives and projects. Whilst the Crisis Care Concordat MH Delivery Group provide regular updates such as this one to the
Countywide Strategic Community Safety Strategic Partnership, as set out within the group’s terms of reference, the group also reports up
to the Care Advisory Group and thereafter the Health and Care Executive.
Currently, there are some further governance proposals being discussed with regards to mental health. These would extend across the whole
Sustainability and Transformation Programme (STP) and whilst the proposals are in draft, the intention is to have the proposals adopted
across the system by the end of summer. The proposal, as set out within the slides (attached), is that an All Age Mental Health Group,
providing mental health strategic oversight to mental health delivery, would be established. The group would use a Mental Health Five‐Year
Forward View (MH 5YFV) Dashboard to provide oversight and scrutiny to mental health delivery and the membership of the group would
include the chairs of all the delivery boards (refer to slide 2), the STP MH lead and senior leads (e.g., Heads of Service and Directors) from
agencies such as the CCG, police, CPFT, local authorities as well as representatives from voluntary organisations and patients’ / carers’
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groups. The group is now established with terms of reference signed off and is about to have its second meeting in the new format on the
11th July.

Key Points to raise to the Board







Excellent progress is being made with implementation of the Crisis Care Concordat action
plan. The CCC MH Delivery Board meeting is well attended and provide an effective forum
for the resolution of complex issues.
Recruitment is currently underway for the CAMHS practitioners within the FRS to improve
the access and the quality of the care provided to children and young people with urgent
and emergency mental health needs out‐of‐hours. Work also continuous to further fine
tune FRS model and options are being explored to expanding FRS in a way which would
have a greater impact on ED and frequent attenders management across the system.
Liaison Psychiatry Core 24 provision has been in place in Peterborough City Hospital since
01/04/18 and will be in place in Cambridge University Hospital by the end of the month.
The local system intends to fund the service provided that the service and financial
evaluation is acceptable, additional resources have been allocated to Cambridgeshire &
Peterborough system to evaluate the overall impact that the addition of a Core 24
psychiatric liaison service will have on the local system.
STOP Suicide is a charity‐led campaign that aims to build awareness of how everyone can
play their part in preventing suicide in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough. STOP Suicide
started as a pilot in 2014 funded by NHS England and continues today using other funding
streams. It’s led by charities, Cambridgeshire, Peterborough and South Lincolnshire Mind
(CPSL Mind) and Lifecraft, supported by local NHS and Public Health teams. The campaign
has recently received new funding which has helped immensely by enabling direct bus
advertising, community roadshows, a powerful film, and using real people’s stories in the
press and on social media.

Requested actions by responsible
authorities/board chairs
 N/A

A few of the headlines:
 67,000+ views of the STOP Suicide campaign film on Twitter alone.
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 1.4 million Twitter impressions (number of times users saw our tweets) in May 2018.
 Celebrity endorsements including Stephen Fry, Benjamin Zephaniah (Poet), Sandi
Bogle (TV Star), Richard Linnell (Hollyoaks), Peterborough United players (Stephen
Taylor, Jack Marriott, Jack Baldwin etc.) and Cambridge United captain Gary Deegan.
 Appearances on BBC Look East & BBC Radio Cambridgeshire as well as articles in
several publications and online news sites including Cambridge News &
Peterborough United FC among several others.
Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register


Requested actions by responsible
authorities/board chairs
 N/A

N/A
Quarterly Updates on Delivery Group Plans and Actions
TOR
Strategic assessment
N/A
Joint strategic plan
N/A
Partnership delivery plan
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Quarterly Report : July 2018
Chair: Detective Chief Inspector Neil Sloan
Objectives of Countywide Delivery Group

Countywide Child Sexual Exploitation and Missing Strategic Group
Vice Chair:

The objectives of the CSE and Missing strategic group are;


Ensuring that current practice and interventions are informed by evidence and linked to national policy and developments.



Ensuring the focus is on prevention as well as response.



Ensure multi‐agency practice is regularly reviewed and evaluated.



Ensuring that current and future multi‐agency policies and procedures are appropriately designed to be responsive in meeting the demand that
CSE poses within the local community and when necessary develop new policies and procedure, for safeguarding and promoting the welfare of
children.



Ensure that there is evidence supporting effective responses to the risk of harm associated with CSE and going missing from home, care or
education to children and young people.



Ensure staff are adequately trained in how to identify and respond.



Ensure that the public receive key messages.



Ensure links to other partnership groups in Peterborough and Cambridgeshire, including the LSCB’s E‐safety sub‐group, ensuring the key messages
are shared between the two groups.
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Key information to raise to the Board
Requested actions by responsible authorities/board chairs
None at this time
The CSE strategic group has not met since April, the group meets quarterly and the June
meeting was put back until July due to availability of core members.
As previously reported, a sub group has been working as a Task and Finish group in relation
to Child Criminal Exploitation. As a result the group has created a suite of documents relating
to (Criminal and Sexual) Exploitation of Children and Young People. These documents have
been endorsed by the LSCB and can be found attached and on the safeguarding board
website www.safeguardingpeterborough.org.uk.
These include:


CSE Strategy
This document clearly sets out the strategic intention of what is expected as a multi‐
agency response to CSE the documents outlines our shared responsibilities



Criminal Exploitation Strategy
County Lines and the rise of “gang exploitation” has necessitated the drafting of clear
guidance and pathways for those young people that sit outside the threshold of sexual
exploitation but never less require support to remove them from exploitative situations



Exploitation (CSE / Criminal Exploitation) Risk Assessment and Management tool
To be used when Child Exploitation has been highlighted on the joint referral form to
document the level of risk apparent and provide the user with a menu of options to
ensure the correct level of intervention is in place. The latest iteration has moved away
from low, medium or high risk and now concentrates on emerging, moderate or
significant risk. Each risk has its own pathway of support.



CSE Disruption toolkit
A significant gap was identified as to how we engage partners to take responsibility for
tackling exploitation where police enforcement may not be the only course of action
open. The toolkit allows partners to access a range of civil powers that can be used to
target problematic perpetrators or locations
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Appropriate Language
This guide will assist the user to ensure that appropriate terminology is used when
discussing children and young people and seeks to avoid language implying complicity in
their exploitation.
The CSE and Missing strategic group will evolve in to a wider Child Exploitation group in line
with the work above.
Items to be added to the CCSSB Risk Register



Requested
actions
by
responsible
authorities/board chairs
 None at this time

None at this time
Plans, actions and performance
TOR
Strategic assessment
Joint strategic plan
Partnership delivery plan

See attached CSE strategy below

The delivery plan is currently subject to a review and will be refreshed for the coming years work in line with
wider work streams captured as part of the evolution to cover child exploitation in its entirety.

Performance information
Additional commentary on plans, actions and performance:
Note the work of Anna Jack and the child exploitation task and finish group.
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